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The West Hollywood Edition is an art-filled oasis at the end of Sunset Boulevard with spectacular views, a rooftop

pool and a smart minimalist look

by VASSI CHAMBERLAIN

Premiere villa suite at The West Hollywood EDITION
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IN BRIEF

First Impression New York aesthetic transported to LA 
Staff Professional and slick but friendly and engaged 
Food and Drink All you’d expect from a trendy but high-class venue
Bed and Bath Modern minimalism but luxurious, with indulgent touches, such as Le Labo products
The Crowd The burgeoning LA music, fashion and art worlds
In a Nutshell New York comes to La La Land
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The West Hollywood EDITION

Set the Scene 
A welcome addition to the already crowded hotel offering at the West Hollywood end of Sunset Boulevard. But the Edition is definitely a step up, making the
older venues now feel dated and tired in comparison. It takes up an entire block next to Soho House (a two-minute walk away) and has been designed by
minimalist British architect John Pawson. The lobby, as at all Editions, is full of life, music and art, lending it an air of expectation. You can’t help but stare at all
the colourful characters around you. The rooftop pool is prettily surrounded by flowers, and slightly set apart from the bar and eating area. The views are, of
course, spectacular. 

What’s the story 
The Edition Hotel Group is the result of a now longstanding collaboration between Studio 54 co-founder Ian Schrager and Marriott International, which already
has successful outposts in New York, Shanghai, Miami and London, among other cities, and more set to open in 2020. The premise is the art of good living. The
work of artists Ruby Stirling and Agnès Varda hang in the lobby.
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Premiere villa suite at The West Hollywood EDITION

What can we expect in our room 
Simple, clean white lines, ribbed blond wood fixtures and furniture, floor-to-ceiling windows and open vistas of downtown LA (in the rooms facing away from
Sunset). The overall feel is elegantly minimalist but not cold. The hotel has an anti single-use plastic policy and water comes in either glass bottles or in cartons,
and amenities in non-plastic pouches. There are chocolate surprises at bedtime, a furry blanket for cosying up with on the bed and wide-screen HD TVs with
Netflix. The beds are luxurious, and the in-house toiletries are from Le Labo. My bathroom had both a rainfall shower (the water pressure was perhaps not as
strong as it could have been) and a very deep free-standing bath. There were plentiful towels of all sizes, although the bath ones are a little on the small side.
Considering the size of the room, the wardrobe space could have been bigger and the lighting was a little complicated to operate at first. Overall the bedrooms
are beautiful and indulgent, and having stayed in many LA hotels from the Beverly Hills to the Sunset Tower, the ones at the Edition are definitely my favourite,
and for that reason it is now my hotel of choice.

How about the food and drink
Ground-floor restaurant Ardor, under the direction of chef John Fraser, of Michelin-starred Nix restaurant, is a jungle-like space that’s cosy and sexy at night but
during the day can feel a little dark and enclosed, although there’s an adjacent outdoor terrace (also covered in foliage). The menu veers towards the vegetarian
and spicy, and by day two I was longing for something simpler and more straightforward, such as grilled fish and vegetables. The alternative is the roof, not so
much a restaurant as a snack bar with a menu based on the theme at Ardor, with duck empanadas and shishitos. Room-service breakfast was particularly good and
the servings were more European in size. I had the same avocado toast with seeds and a yogurt granola bowl, both excellent, four days in a row. All in all the food
tries a little too hard to be edgy and could benefit from some paring down, with more pedestrian alternatives for the weary traveller. The coffee is excellent
though, something which European visitors will appreciate.
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Restaurant at The West Hollywood EDITION

Anything to say about the service 
Friendly, extremely courteous, old-school and not overly familiar, as can sometimes be the case in trendy American hotels. The staff (all dressed in tan suits and
white shirts) pay attention, so if you look lost chances are someone will notice and point you in the right direction. 

What sort of person stays here 
An urban sophisticated crowd who appreciate style, art and music. I saw Lenny Kravitz and Janelle Monáe in the lobby, as well as music executives and models.
Having said that, it is not self-consciously hip, more the sort of place where locals hang out on the roof terrace. 

How does it fit into the neighbourhood 
Seamlessly, in the sense that from the outside it doesn't stand out. Los Angelenos famously don’t walk anywhere, but the Edition is well situated for a stroll past
the famous clubs on Sunset, such as The Roxy and Whisky a Go Go, and there are plenty of hair and beauty salons on the Strip, and the Melrose Avenue shopping
district is a few minutes away. It is also conveniently situated at the border where Beverly Hills meets West Hollywood.
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Premiere villa suite 2 at The West Hollywood EDITION

Anything else 
There’s a concrete underground nightclub Sunset in the basement with guest DJs; it has a ceiling covered in 30 illuminated disco balls of all sizes, and feels like
something you’d find in New York or London. The spa is a dream of well-chosen treatments with excellent and knowledgeable practitioners. My massage was so
good I went back twice. 

And anything you’d change 
The full-length wardrobe mirrors were warped, which was frustrating when getting ready. I was told they are being changed. And as in many hotels around the
world, not much thought is given to where a woman can put on her make-up, or dry her hair in front of a mirror. 

Is it worth staying here 
Absolutely. It feels like an upgrade on the traditional West Hollywood hotel, in that the service is excellent, formal and professional but also engaged and
charming. The communal spaces and the rooms are light, bright and airy, which is a godsend when you’ve just come off a transatlantic flight. But most of all the
scene is interesting and cosmopolitan. 

Address: The West Hollywood Edition, 9040 Sunset Boulevard, West Hollywood, CA 90069, United States
Telephone: +1 310-953-9899
Website: editionhotels.com
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